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Learning goals
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Explain different phishing attacks 

resulting effects of the attacks and how to 

recognise and handle these phishing 

attacks



Student workload

3

Lecture 3 h

Audio and video material 3 h 

Case studies 3 h

Further reading 6 h

Preparation for exam 3 h



Contents

• What are phishing attacks and risks?

• Case studies analysis of phishing attacks

• What are phishing threats and risks in each case?

• How to recognise and handle these phishing risks?
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What is a Phishing Attack?
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Phishing is a social engineering scam that can result in data loss, reputational
damage, identity theft, the loss of money, and many other damages to peoples
and organisations. A phishing scam usually starts with an email trying to gain the
potential victim's trust and convince them to take the attacker's desired actions

[Abroshan, 2021]



What is a Phishing Risk?

• Attack method – standard means by 
which a threat agent carries out a threat

• Vulnerability – characteristic of a system 
asset that can constitute a weakness or a 
flaw in terms of system security

• Impact - potential negative consequence 
that may harm assets or an organization, 
when a threat is accomplished
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provokes
0..*

Phishing 
Threat

uses

0..* 0..*

exploits

0..* 0..*

Phishing 
Event leads to

0..* 0..*

Phishing 
Risk

Vulnerability
Causes of phishing 

attack

0..*

Attack method

Send email, users opens email, clicks on the 

link, and submit sensitive information  
Phisher

[Dubois at al., 2010]

Impact

Data loss, reputational 

damage, identity theft, loss of 

money, and other damages



Recognising Phishing Attacks
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Recognizing 

phishing 

attacks

Critical Thinking
Phishing detection involves detecting 

deception. Spend more time reviewing 

messages before taking actions and be 

cautious of potentially phishy messages 

and actions

Recognise red flags
Understand and recognise warning 

signs when encountering phishing 

messages. What do legitimate 

sources do instead of illegitimate 

sources

Understand URLs
Understand the anatomy of URLs and how 

attackers can use URLs to trick and direct users 

to malicious resources

Understand phishing
Understand the anatomy of a 

phishing message (source, 

content, attachment/ hyperlink). 

How does this correspond to the 

phishing message under analysis?

1

2

3

4



Case Studies

• COVID-related Attacks

• GDPR-related Attacks

• Tech Support Attacks

• Cryptocurrency Scams

• Extortion Scams

• Advance Fee Scams

• Social Media Scams
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Selected Cases



Case Studies

• COVID-related Attacks

• GDPR-related Attacks

• Tech Support Attacks

• Cryptocurrency Scams

• Extortion Scams

• Advance Fee Scams

• Social Media Scams
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GDPR-related Attacks

Emails

Instant Messaging

Social Networks

Websites

Lottery Scams

SMS

Selected Cases

Different Types of Phishing Attacks and Techniques...



COVID-related Attacks

• During COVID-19 we noticed an uptick on pandemic-related scams through 
emails and SMS like fake Centers of Disease Control and Prevention (CDC)  or 
health organisations’ notifications, about vaccine coverage, where you can get 
vaccine, vaccine statistics, status of employees vaccination etc

• Prevalent attacks include COVID health advice email scams
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COVID-related Attacks - Case 1

Risk Analysis
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Phishing 
threat

Phisher
uses

0..* 0..*

exploits

0..* 0..*

Phishing 
event leads to

0..* 0..*

COVID 
phishing risk

People's sense of instability and 
uncertainty, frequent politicians’ decisions 

changes regarding quarantine, 
vaccination, proof documents about 

vaccination etc.

0..*
provokes

Send email guise as health advice, asking to click the 

provided link and provide sensitive information on fake 

website, user opens email, clicks on the link, and 

submit sensitive information  

Stolen victims’ email login data to get 

access to the email, Stolen financial 

data, Infected devices (i.e. keyloggers, 

ransomware etc.)

Coronavirus Phishing Email (Source: Wired)

0..*



COVID-related Attacks - Case 1

Risk Analysis
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Phishing 
threat

Phisher
uses

0..* 0..*

exploits

0..* 0..*

Phishing 
event leads to

0..* 0..*

COVID 
phishing risk

People's sense of instability and 
uncertainty, frequent politicians’ decisions 

changes regarding quarantine, 
vaccination, proof documents about 

vaccination etc.

0..*
provokes

Send email guise as health advice, asking to click the 

provided link and provide sensitive information on fake 

website, user opens email, clicks on the link, and 

submit sensitive information  

Stolen victims’ email login data to get 

access to the email, Stolen financial 

data, Infected devices (i.e. keyloggers, 

ransomware etc.)

Coronavirus Phishing Email (Source: Wired)

0..*



COVID-related Attacks - Case 1

Risk Recognition
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Recognizing 

phishing 

attacks

4. Critical Thinking

4.1 Check that email is from a credible and expected source

4.2 Be cautious of hyperlinks/attachments; they may link to a malicious resource

4.3 Be cautious when emails requests actions with a sense of urgency/fear

4.4 Use a search engine to find out more information on email contents, before trusting the message

4.5 Look up potentially phishy URLs using free phishing detection tools

4.6 Delete the email you were sent if reasonably certain it is a phishing

3. Recognising Red Flags

3.1 Credible COVID information sources do not send 

unsolicited emails

3.2 Legitimate emails usually call you by your name 

(i.e, not “Sir”)

3.3 Legitimate emails do not have issues with spelling 

and grammar i.e “Symptoms Common Symptoms”

2. Understand URLs

2.1 Do not click on any attachments or links

2.2 Hover over the attachment to reveal the URL and analyse to determine if malicious

2.3 Be cautious if the URL path does not match the content

1. Understand Phishing
Phishing source: Email

Phishing message anatomy:

a. Who is the message is from? [Redacted]

b. What is the message content? 

Coronavirus safety measures

c. Are there hyperlinks/attachments? Yes



COVID-related Attacks - Case 2

Risk Analysis
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Phishing 
threat

Phisher
uses

0..* 0..*

exploits

0..* 0..*

Phishing 
event leads to

0..* 0..*

COVID 
phishing risk

People's sense of instability, 
uncertainty and lack of knowledge 
about legitimate COVID sources of 

information

0..*
provokes

Send email guise as health advice, asking to click the 

provided link, user opens email, clicks on the link, and 

download malware or submit sensitive information

Coronavirus Phishing Email (Source: Stanford.edu, Stanford.edu)

Stolen victims’ email login data to get 

access to the email, Stolen financial 

data, Infected devices (i.e. keyloggers, 

ransomware etc.)

0..*



COVID-related Attacks - Case 2

Risk Analysis
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Phishing 
threat

Phisher
uses

0..* 0..*

exploits

0..* 0..*

Phishing 
event leads to

0..* 0..*

COVID 
phishing risk

People's sense of instability, 
uncertainty and lack of knowledge 
about legitimate COVID sources of 

information

0..*
provokes

Send email guise as health advice, asking to click the 

provided link, user opens email, clicks on the link, and 

download malware or submit sensitive information

Coronavirus Phishing Email (Source: Stanford.edu, Stanford.edu)

Stolen victims’ email login data to get 

access to the email, Stolen financial 

data, Infected devices (i.e. keyloggers, 

ransomware etc.)

0..*



COVID-related Attacks - Case 2

Risk Recognition
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Recognizing 

phishing 

attacks

4. Critical Thinking

4.1 Check that email is from a credible and expected source

4.2 Be cautious of hyperlinks/attachments; they may link to a malicious resource

4.3 Use a search engine to find out more information on email contents, before trusting the message

4.4 Look up potentially phishy URLs using free phishing detection tools

4.5 Delete the email you were sent if reasonably certain it is a phishing

3. Recognising Red Flags

3.1 Credible COVID information 

sources do not send unsolicited emails

3.2 Legitimate emails usually call you 

by your name

3.3 Legitimate emails are professional 

and have a uniform template format

2. Understand URLs

2.1 Do not click on any attachments or links

2.2 Hover over the attachment to reveal the URL and analyse to determine if malicious

1. Understand Phishing

Phishing source: Email

Phishing message anatomy:
a. Who is the message is from? 

cpc@stanford.edu, scottj9@aston.ac.uk

b. What is the message content? Coronavirus 

c. Are there hyperlinks/attachments? Yes



GDPR-related Attacks

• Many GDPR related phishing attacks occurs in 2018, as all companies and 
organisations were mandated to implement GDPR in their organisations

• Attacker tactics can include sending

• fake emails in pretence of a company helping with GDPR activities, to steal 
information

• fake emails in pretence of companies providing information on data policy 
changes to customer

17



GDPR-related Attacks - Case 1

Risk Analysis
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Phishing 
threat

Phisher
uses

0..* 0..*

exploits

0..* 0..*

Phishing 
event leads to

0..* 0..*

GDPR 
Phishing risk

Company personnel not trained about GDPR, 
fear about law violations

Sense of urgency because of timeline for 
supposed GDPR compliance

0..*
provokes

Send emails designed and formatted to look like legitimate 

emails from “security organisations” providing services to 

improve user security and compliance to GDPR, users opens 

email, clicks on the link, and submit sensitive information  

GDPR Phishing Email (Source: Databreachtoday)

Stolen victims’ email login data to get 

access to email. Sensitive data could be 

stolen from victim’ email or stolen contacts 

could be used for further cyber attacks

0..*



GDPR-related Attacks - Case 1

Risk Analysis
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Phishing 
threat

Phisher
uses

0..* 0..*

exploits

0..* 0..*

Phishing 
event leads to

0..* 0..*

GDPR 
Phishing risk

Company personnel not trained about GDPR, 
fear about law violations

Sense of urgency because of timeline for 
supposed GDPR compliance

0..*
provokes

Send emails designed and formatted to look like legitimate 

emails from “security organisations” providing services to 

improve user security and compliance to GDPR, users opens 

email, clicks on the link, and submit sensitive information  

GDPR Phishing Email (Source: Databreachtoday)

Stolen victims’ email login data to get 

access to email. Sensitive data could be 

stolen from victim’ email or stolen contacts 

could be used for further cyber attacks

0..*



GDPR-related Attacks - Case 1

Risk Recognition
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Recognizing 

phishing 

attacks

4. Critical Thinking

4.1 Check that email is from a credible and expected source

4.2 Be cautious of hyperlinks/attachments; they may link to a malicious resource

4.3 Be cautious when emails requests actions with a sense of urgency/fear

4.4 Use a search engine to find out more information on the organisation providing the supposed service

4.5 Look up potentially phishy URLs using free phishing detection tools

4.6 Delete the email you were sent if reasonably certain it is a phishing

3. Recognising Red Flags

3.1 Legitimate email messages do not 

have conflicting contents eg “GDPR” vs 

“Out of date security”

3.2 Legitimate service emails are 

professional and have a uniform format

2. Understand URLs

2.1 Do not click on any attachments or links

2.2 Hover over the attachment to reveal the URL and analyse to determine if malicious

2.3 Be cautious if the URL path does not match the content

1. Understand Phishing

Phishing source: Email

Phishing message anatomy:

a. Who is the message is from? 

noreplysecurityservices

b. What is the message content? Account 

security alert 

c. Are there hyperlinks/attachments? Yes



GDPR-related Attacks - Case 2

Risk Analysis
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Phishing 
threat

Phisher
uses

0..* 0..*

exploits

0..* 0..*

Phishing 
event leads to

0..* 0..*

GDPR 
Phishing risk

Data loss, financial loss, identity 

fraud, data stolen and used for 

further cyber attacks

User is unaware of how Airbnb handles 
changes to privacy policy for customers.

Sense of urgency from the email

0..*
provokes

Send emails designed and formatted to look like legitimate 

emails from Airbnb to notify of privacy policy updates for GDPR, 

users opens email, clicks on the link, and submit sensitive 

information (i.e enter their personal information, including 

account credentials and payment card information)

GDPR Phishing Email (Source: Securityaffairs)

0..*

Your acount 

◼︎◼︎◼︎◼︎◼︎◼︎◼︎◼︎◼︎◼︎◼︎◼︎◼︎◼︎◼︎◼︎◼︎◼︎ needs 
an update

Hi ◼︎◼︎◼︎◼︎◼︎◼︎◼︎◼︎◼︎◼︎◼︎◼︎◼︎◼︎◼︎◼︎◼︎◼︎
You (Airbnb host 
◼︎◼︎◼︎◼︎◼︎◼︎◼︎◼︎◼︎◼︎◼︎◼︎◼︎◼︎◼︎◼︎◼︎◼︎ are

Currently not able to accept new boookings or sent messages until

you accept our new Privacy Policy.

Airbnb has updated his Privacy Policy for European users on 18 Apr 
2018.

This update is mandatory because of the new changes in the EU 

Digital privacy legislation that acts upon United States based 

companies, like Airbnb in order to protect European citizens and 
companies.

In order ro log back in, you need to accept our new Privacy Policy

Click here to accept the new Privacy Policy

Enviado con desdo Airbnb

Airbnb. Inc. 888. Brannan St. San Francisco, CA 94103



GDPR-related Attacks - Case 2

Risk Analysis
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Phishing 
threat

Phisher
uses

0..* 0..*

exploits

0..* 0..*

Phishing 
event leads to

0..* 0..*

GDPR 
Phishing risk

Data loss, financial loss, identity 

fraud, data stolen and used for 

further cyber attacks

User is unaware of how Airbnb handles 
changes to privacy policy for customers.

Sense of urgency from the email

0..*
provokes

Send emails designed and formatted to look like legitimate 

emails from Airbnb to notify of privacy policy updates for GDPR, 

users opens email, clicks on the link, and submit sensitive 

information (i.e enter their personal information, including 

account credentials and payment card information)

GDPR Phishing Email (Source: Securityaffairs)

0..*



GDPR-related Attacks - Case 2

Risk Recognition
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Recognizing 

phishing 

attacks

4. Critical Thinking

4.1 Check that email is from a credible and expected source

4.2 Be cautious of hyperlinks/attachments; they may link to a malicious resource

4.3 Check the sender's email address for discrepancies that are indicators of fraud (see Airbnb list) 

4.4 Check more information of the email content on the official Airbnb website

4.5 Look up potentially phishy URLs using free phishing detection tools

4.6 Delete the email you were sent if reasonably certain it is a phishing

3. Recognising Red Flags

3.1 Legitimate companies handle privacy policy 

agreements directly on the website or application

3.2 GDPR notifications sent by companies to its 

customers don’t ask for users’ credentials

2. Understand URLs

2.1 Do not click on any attachments or links

2.2 Hover over the attachment to reveal the URL and analyse to determine if malicious

2.3 Be cautious if the URL path does not match the message content

1. Understand Phishing

Phishing source: Email

Phishing message anatomy:

a. What is the message content? GDPR 

update for account

b. Are there hyperlinks/attachments? Yes

https://www.airbnb.co.uk/help/article/971/how-do-i-know-if-an-email-or-website-is-really-from-airbnb


Tech-Supported Attacks

• In technical support scams, a scammer claims to offer a legitimate technical 
support service and may use different tactics to get victims attention including 
cold calls, website pop-ups, email messages, and SMS

• Most popular tactics used, include

• website pop-ups warning user about a computer virus

• technical services email scams

24



Tech Supported Attacks - Case 1

Risk Analysis
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Phishing 
threat

Phisher
uses

0..* 0..*

exploits

0..* 0..*

Phishing 
event leads to

0..* 0..*

Tech support 
Phishing risk

User’s trust in utilities presented as legitimate Windows 
services. User is unaware of how Microsoft deals with 

virus protection.
Sense of fear and urgency to remove virus from computer

0..*
provokes

Display scam antivirus advertisements through adware, users 

clicks on the pop-up link, downloads fake security program and 

calls the listed numbers to receive support, phisher gains remote 

access, offers fake solution and ask for payment to a purported 

support service

Tech Support Phishing Email (Source: Bleepingcomputer)

0..*

Data loss, identity theft, stolen 

personal information is sold for 

other attacks, malware infection



Tech Supported Attacks - Case 1

Risk Analysis
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Phishing 
threat

Phisher
uses

0..* 0..*

exploits

0..* 0..*

Phishing 
event leads to

0..* 0..*

Tech support 
Phishing risk

User’s trust in utilities presented as legitimate Windows 
services. User is unaware of how Microsoft deals with 

virus protection.
Sense of fear and urgency to remove virus from computer

0..*
provokes

Display scam antivirus advertisements through adware, users 

clicks on the pop-up link, downloads fake security program and 

calls the listed numbers to receive support, phisher gains remote 

access, offers fake solution and ask for payment to a purported 

support service

Tech Support Phishing Email (Source: Bleepingcomputer)

0..*

Data loss, identity theft, stolen 

personal information is sold for 

other attacks, malware infection



Tech Supported Attacks - Case 1

Risk Recognition
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Recognizing 

phishing 

attacks

4. Critical Thinking

4.1 Be cautious of all unexpected pop-ups on websites, do not click on unexpected pop-ups and block 

pop-ups where possible

4.2 Be cautious when pop-ups requests actions with a sense of urgency/fear

4.3 Never give an account password or login information for “verification” over the phone or in an email

4.4 Close the website generating the suspicious pop-up

3. Recognising Red Flags

3.1 Legitimate Windows protection will be handled 

by local Windows Defender and not on a website

3.2 Microsoft does not send unsolicited pop-ups on 

websites

3.3 You cannot call “Windows” on a phone number

1. Understand Phishing

Phishing source: Website

Phishing message anatomy:

a. Who is the message is from? Pop-up

b. What is the message content? 

Antivirus protection

c. Are there call to action prompts? Yes

2. Understand URLs

2.1 Do not click on any pop-up call to action buttons or links



Tech Supported Attacks - Case 2

Risk Analysis
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Phishing 
threat

Phisher
uses

0..* 0..*

exploits

0..* 0..*

Phishing 
event leads to

0..* 0..*

Tech support 
Phishing risk

User curiosity in the email sent.
User believes email is sent from Amazon
User is unaware of how Amazon handles 

cancelled orders

0..*
provokes

Send emails designed and formatted to look like 

legitimate emails pretending to be notifications about 

cancelled order, users opens email, clicks on the link, 

and submit sensitive information

Tech Support Phishing Email (Source: vk-intel)

0..*

Sensitive data could be stolen from 

victim’ email or stolen contacts could 

be used for further cyber attacks



Tech Supported Attacks - Case 2

Risk Analysis
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Phishing 
threat

Phisher
uses

0..* 0..*

exploits

0..* 0..*

Phishing 
event leads to

0..* 0..*

Tech support 
Phishing risk

User curiosity in the email sent.
User believes email is sent from Amazon
User is unaware of how Amazon handles 

cancelled orders

0..*
provokes

Send emails designed and formatted to look like 

legitimate emails pretending to be notifications about 

cancelled order, users opens email, clicks on the link, 

and submit sensitive information

Tech Support Phishing Email (Source: vk-intel)

0..*

Sensitive data could be stolen from 

victim’ email or stolen contacts could 

be used for further cyber attacks



Tech Supported Attacks - Case 2

Risk Recognition
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Recognizing 

phishing 

attacks

4. Critical Thinking
4.1 Check that email is from a credible and expected source

4.2 Even if it looks legitimate, go to your actual account on the company’s legitimate website eg “amazon.com”, to verify any concerns

4.3 Be cautious as these email scam types can take advantage of your sense of curiosity and greed

4.4 Look up potentially phishy URLs using free phishing detection tools

4.5 Only give an account password or login information for “verification” on secure parts of legitimate websites

4.6 Delete the email you were sent if reasonably certain it is a phishing

3. Recognising Red Flags
3.1 Legitimate emails from Amazon call you by your name

3.2 Legitimate service emails are professional and have a uniform format.

3.3 Note that the URL path links to 

“http://www.cuinavo.com/maritime.php” and not an Amazon resource

3.4 Amazon sends order cancellation email from “order-

update@amazon.com” a legitimate Amazon email, but the email format is 

not professional. Message email is likely spoofed

2. Understand URLs
2.1 Do not click on any attachments or links

2.2 Hover over the attachment to reveal the URL and analyse to determine if malicious

2.3 Be cautious if the URL path does not match the content

1. Understand Phishing
Phishing source: Email

Phishing message anatomy:
a. Who is the message is from? “order-

update@amazon.com”

b. What is the message content? Cancelled 

Amazon order

c. Are there hyperlinks/attachments? Yes



Tech Supported Attacks - Case 2

Risk Recognition
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Recognizing 

phishing 

attacks

4. Critical Thinking
4.1 Check that email is from a credible and expected source

4.2 Even if it looks legitimate, go to your actual account on the company’s legitimate website eg “amazon.com”, to verify any concerns

4.3 Be cautious as these email scam types can take advantage of your sense of curiosity and greed

4.4 Look up potentially phishy URLs using free phishing detection tools

4.5 Only give an account password or login information for “verification” on secure parts of legitimate websites

4.6 Delete the email you were sent if reasonably certain it is a phishing

2. Understand URLs
2.1 Do not click on any attachments or links

2.2 Hover over the attachment to reveal the URL and analyse to determine if malicious

2.3 Be cautious if the URL path does not match the content
3. Recognising Red Flags
3.1 Legitimate emails from Amazon call you by your name

3.2 Legitimate service emails are professional and have a uniform 

format.

3.3 Note that the URL path links to 

“http://www.cuinavo.com/maritime.php” and not an Amazon 

resource

3.4 Amazon sends order cancellation email from “order-

update@amazon.com” a legitimate Amazon email, but the email 

format is not professional. Message email is likely spoofed

1. Understand Phishing
Phishing source: Email

Phishing message anatomy:

a. Who is the message is from? “order-

update@amazon.com”

b. What is the message content? Cancelled 

Amazon order

c. Are there hyperlinks/attachments? Yes



Tech Supported Attacks - Case 2

Risk Recognition
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Recognizing 

phishing 

attacks

3. Recognising Red Flags
3.1 Legitimate emails from Amazon call you by your name

3.2 Legitimate service emails are professional and have a uniform format.

3.3 Note that the URL path links to 

“http://www.cuinavo.com/maritime.php” and not an Amazon resource

3.4 Amazon sends order cancellation email from “order-

update@amazon.com” a legitimate Amazon email, but the email format is 

not professional. Message email is likely spoofed

1. Understand Phishing
Phishing source: Email

Phishing message anatomy:
a. Who is the message is from? “order-

update@amazon.com”

b. What is the message content? Cancelled 

Amazon order

c. Are there hyperlinks/attachments? Yes4. Critical Thinking
4.1 Check that email is from a credible and expected source

4.2 Even if it looks legitimate, go to your actual account on the company’s legitimate website eg “amazon.com”, to 

verify any concerns

4.3 Be cautious as these email scam types can take advantage of your sense of curiosity and greed

4.4 Look up potentially phishy URLs using free phishing detection tools

4.5 Only give an account password or login information for “verification” on secure parts of legitimate websites

4.6 Delete the email you were sent if reasonably certain it is a phishing

2. Understand URLs
2.1 Do not click on any attachments or links

2.2 Hover over the attachment to reveal the URL and analyse to determine if malicious

2.3 Be cautious if the URL path does not match the content



Cryptocurrency Scams

• As Bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies surged in price and popularity, hackers and 
cybercriminals became more interested in stealing it

• Attackers can use phishing to impersonate representatives from popular 
cryptocurrency exchanges like Binance, Huobi Global, or Coinbase

33



Cryptocurrency Scams

Risk Analysis
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Phishing 
threat

Phisher
uses

0..* 0..*

exploits

0..* 0..*

Phishing 
event leads to

0..* 0..*

Crypto 
phishing risk

Data loss, reputational damage, 

identity theft, the loss of money 

or private keys

User’s trust in messages presented as legitimate 
crypto services. User does not check for suspicions 

in message source
User’s sense of fear and urgency to resolve issues 

with account

0..*
provokes

Send fake notification that warns user of unusual activity in 

their account, users opens message, clicks on the link, 

accesses a fake login URL to enter their username and 

password and submits sensitive information

Cryptocurrency phishing email. Source: Reddit

Cryptocurrency phishing text message. Source: Reddit

0..*



Cryptocurrency Scams

Risk Analysis
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Phishing 
threat

Phisher
uses

0..* 0..*

exploits

0..* 0..*

Phishing 
event leads to

0..* 0..*

Crypto 
phishing risk

Data loss, reputational damage, 

identity theft, the loss of money 

or private keys

User’s trust in messages presented as legitimate 
crypto services. User does not check for suspicions 

in message source
User’s sense of fear and urgency to resolve issues 

with account

0..*
provokes

Send fake notification that warns user of unusual activity in 

their account, users opens message, clicks on the link, 

accesses a fake login URL to enter their username and 

password and submits sensitive information

Cryptocurrency phishing email. Source: Reddit

Cryptocurrency phishing text message. Source: Reddit

0..*



Cryptocurrency Scams

Risk Recognition
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Recognizing 

phishing 

attacks

4. Critical Thinking
4.1 Double-check the sender’s address, legitimate emails from Coinbase should have email addresses ending in .coinbase.com

4.2 Reach out directly to Coinbase customer support for problems with your account or a payment

4.3 Be cautious as these scam types take advantage of your fear and urgency

4.4 Cross check security information on the legitimate service website

4.5 Never click links/attachments from unknown sources, check suspicious URLs using free phishing detection tools

4.6 Only give an account password or login information for “verification” on secure parts of legitimate websites

4.7 Delete the email you were sent if reasonably certain it is a phishing

3. Recognising Red Flags
3.1 Messages from legitimate apps call you by your name

3.2 Legitimate messages are professional and well formatted

3.3 Legitimate messages do not contain typos i.e using “CoInbase” 

instead of “Coinbase”,  “Your CoInbase Has Disable”, or “SIGNIN”

3.4 Legitimate email domain for Coinbase is “...@coinbase.com” 

not “...@websupport.com”

2. Understand URLs
2.1 Do not click on any attachments or links

2.2 Hover over the attachment to reveal the URL and analyse to determine if malicious

2.3 Be cautious if the URL path does not match the content

1. Understand Phishing
Phishing source: Email, SMS

Phishing message anatomy:

a. Who is the message is from? “...@websupport.com”, 

SMS Phone number

b. What is the message content? Account disable 

notification, Withdrawal notice

c. Are there hyperlinks/attachments? Yes
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Recognizing 

phishing 

attacks

4. Critical Thinking
4.1 Double-check the sender’s address, legitimate emails from Coinbase should have email addresses ending in .coinbase.com

4.2 Reach out directly to Coinbase customer support for problems with your account or a payment

4.3 Be cautious as these scam types take advantage of your fear and urgency

4.4 Cross check security information on the legitimate service website

4.5 Never click links/attachments from unknown sources, check suspicious URLs using free phishing detection tools

4.6 Only give an account password or login information for “verification” on secure parts of legitimate websites

4.7 Delete the email you were sent if reasonably certain it is a phishing

3. Recognising Red Flags
3.1 Messages from legitimate apps call you by your name

3.2 Legitimate messages are professional and well formatted

3.3 Legitimate messages do not contain typos i.e using 

“CoInbase” instead of “Coinbase”,  “Your CoInbase Has 

Disable”, or “SIGNIN”

3.4 Legitimate email domain for Coinbase is 

“...@coinbase.com” not “...@websupport.com”

2. Understand URLs
2.1 Do not click on any attachments or links

2.2 Hover over the attachment to reveal the URL and analyse to determine if malicious

2.3 Be cautious if the URL path does not match the content

1. Understand Phishing
Phishing source: Email, SMS

Phishing message anatomy:

a. Who is the message is from? 

“...@websupport.com”, SMS Phone number

b. What is the message content? Account disable 

notification, Withdrawal notice

c. Are there hyperlinks/attachments? Yes
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Recognizing 

phishing 

attacks

3. Recognising Red Flags
3.1 Messages from legitimate apps call you by your name

3.2 Legitimate messages are professional and well formatted

3.3 Legitimate messages do not contain typos i.e using “CoInbase” 

instead of “Coinbase”,  “Your CoInbase Has Disable”, or “SIGNIN”

3.4 Legitimate email domain for Coinbase is “...@coinbase.com” 

not “...@websupport.com”

1. Understand Phishing
Phishing source: Email, SMS

Phishing message anatomy:

a. Who is the message is from? “...@websupport.com”, 

SMS Phone number

b. What is the message content? Account disable 

notification, Withdrawal notice

c. Are there hyperlinks/attachments? Yes4. Critical Thinking

4.1 Double-check the sender’s address, legitimate emails from Coinbase should have email addresses ending in 

.coinbase.com

4.2 Reach out directly to Coinbase customer support for problems with your account or a payment

4.3 Be cautious as these scam types take advantage of your fear and urgency

4.4 Cross check security information on the legitimate service website

4.5 Never click links/attachments from unknown sources, check suspicious URLs using free phishing detection tools

4.6 Only give an account password or login information for “verification” on secure parts of legitimate websites

4.7 Delete the email you were sent if reasonably certain it is a phishing

2. Understand URLs

2.1 Do not click on any attachments or links

2.2 Hover over the attachment to reveal the URL and analyse to determine if malicious

2.3 Be cautious if the URL path does not match the content



Extortion Scams

• Extortion scams are unfortunately making a comeback where fraudsters and 
hackers can access data from breaches and make an “I Know Your Password” 
threat to victims

• Attackers can also claim to have accessed your computer and its camera, 
obtained sexually explicit video or images of you and may even get you to pay by 
Bitcoin

39
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Phishing 
threat

Phisher
uses

0..* 0..*

exploits

0..* 0..*

Phishing 
event leads to

0..* 0..*

Extortion 
phishing risk

Data loss, loss of 

money or private keys

User believes the email is authentic 
because of the recognised password.

User’s sense of fear that some personal or 
explicit information could be made public

0..*
provokes

Send email threatening user with knowledge of 

personal information or having explicit information 

about the user, users opens email, and pays attacker 

by sending Bitcoin  

Extortion Phishing Email (Source: MailOnline)

0..*
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Phishing 
threat

Phisher
uses

0..* 0..*

exploits

0..* 0..*

Phishing 
event leads to

0..* 0..*

Extortion 
phishing risk

Data loss, loss of 

money or private keys

User believes the email is authentic 
because of the recognised password.

User’s sense of fear that some personal or 
explicit information could be made public

0..*
provokes

Send email threatening user with knowledge of 

personal information or having explicit information 

about the user, users opens email, and pays attacker 

by sending Bitcoin  

Extortion Phishing Email (Source: MailOnline)

0..*
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Recognizing 

phishing 

attacks

4. Critical Thinking

4.1 Be cautious as these email scam types can take advantage of your fear and shame

4.2 Check if your email has been compromised at websites i.e haveibeenpwned.com or dehashed.com

4.3 If the password is still in use, it is important to secure these accounts

4.4 Delete the email you were sent if reasonably certain it is a phishing

3. Recognising Red Flags

3.1 In most cases, the emails are empty 

threats and not because the user was hacked

3.2 The attacker may have obtained sensitive 

information from a data breach, leak or 

publicly available on the internet

2. Understand URLs

2.1 Do not click on any attachments or links

2.2 Hover over the attachment to reveal the URL and analyse to determine if malicious

2.3 Be cautious if the URL path does not match the content

1. Understand Phishing

Phishing source: Email

Phishing message anatomy:

a. Who is the message is from? 

“...@outlook.com”

b. What is the message content? Sex extortion

c. Are there hyperlinks/attachments? Yes



Advance Fee Scams

• Advance fee scams are still potent during the COVID pandemic, as people have 
fallen on hard times. These phishing attacks occur when a criminal abroad is 
offering a share in a large sum of money for helping them transfer the money out 
of their country 

• To do this, they’ll request your banking information or ask you to pay the fees, 
charges or taxes
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Phishing 
threat

Phisher
uses

0..* 0..*

exploits

0..* 0..*

Phishing 
event leads to

0..* 0..*

Advance fee 
phishing risk

Loss of money, data loss, 

identity theft, and many 

other damages

People’s desire 
for easy money

0..*
provokes

Send email, users opens email, and submit 

sensitive personal and financial information  

Extortion Phishing Email (Source: Massmoola)

0..*

[SPAM]ATN International Credit Settlement

Central Bank of Nigeria [printer@brandmelloon.co.uk]

Sent: Sat 10/13/2012 5:20 AM
To: dave@d

Central Bank of Nigeria.

ATM International Credit Settlement,

Directorate of International Payment.

This is to officially notiify yoou about your Fund that was supposed to be rendered to you via

numeroous ways i.e. Coourier Companies, Western Union Money Transfer and Banks. Due to this

lost of Funds oof yours which was suppose to be given to you but failed to. So in this case, a 

beneficial meeting was held on the 25th of August 2012 at the World Bank iin Switzerland,

which top officials and Central Bank Governors froom different countries in the world were

present at the meeting. Which they discussed on how your Fund can be giiven to you withoout any    

loss at this time, which yoou have to stop any further communication with any other person(s)

or office(s) to avoid any hitches in receiving your ATM payment.

In conclusion at the meeting., The President of World Bank Mr. Jim Yong Kim has strictly

authorized 6 Banks in the World to deliver all Funds through courier companies. Your Fund

which is truly $3.5 Million USD (Three Million, Five Hundred Thousand United States of 

America Dollars) to all beneficiaries in various countries in the world as an ATM MASTER

CARD. Below are the authorized Banks;  

Daiwa Bank R/Osaka/Japan.

Caja De Madrid/Madrid/Spain.

Lloyds Bank R /London/England.

Central Bank of Nigeria/Lagos/Nigeria.

Banco di Santo Spirito/Rome/Italy.

Bank of New York Mellon Corp/New York/USA.
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Phishing 
threat

Phisher
uses

0..* 0..*

exploits

0..* 0..*

Phishing 
event leads to

0..* 0..*

Advance fee 
phishing risk

Loss of money, data loss, 

identity theft, and many 

other damages

People’s desire 
for easy money

0..*
provokes

Send email, users opens email, and submit 

sensitive personal and financial information  

Extortion Phishing Email (Source: Massmoola)

0..*
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Recognizing 

phishing 

attacks

4. Critical Thinking

4.1 Never give banking information to someone you’ve never met

4.2 Be cautious as these email scam types can take advantage of your sense of curiosity and greed

4.3 Delete the email you were sent if reasonably certain it is a phishing

3. Recognising Red Flags

3.1 If someone is offering you free money, 

it’s usually too good to be true

3.2 Legitimate service emails from banks 

are professional, have a uniform template 

format, and do not send unsolicited emails

2. Understand URLs

2.1 Do not follow on any instructions in the email message

1. Understand Phishing

Phishing source: Email

Phishing message anatomy:

a. Who is the message is from? Central Bank 

of Nigeria

b. What is the message content? 

Credit settlement

c. Are there hyperlinks/attachments? No



Social Media Scams

• Here, attackers use social media sites such as Facebook, LinkedIn or Twitter, to 
trick users into clicking on malicious links or revealing personal information

• Attackers can also find a wealth of information about potential victims on social 
media to launch a targeted attack
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Phishing 
threat

Phisher
uses

0..* 0..*

exploits

0..* 0..*

Phishing 
event leads to

0..* 0..*

LinkedIn 
phishing risk

Data loss, identity theft, 

and many other damages

Users tend to be more trusting and 
less suspicious about links within 

messages on social media

0..*
provokes

Send message to user, users opens message, clicks on the 

link, accesses a fake login URL to enter their username and 

password and submits sensitive information 

Extortion Phishing Email (Source: LinkedInTraining)

0..*
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Phishing 
threat

Phisher
uses

0..* 0..*

exploits

0..* 0..*

Phishing 
event leads to

0..* 0..*

LinkedIn 
phishing risk

Data loss, identity theft, 

and many other damages

Users tend to be more trusting and 
less suspicious about links within 

messages on social media

0..*
provokes

Send message to user, users opens message, clicks on the 

link, accesses a fake login URL to enter their username and 

password and submits sensitive information

Extortion Phishing Email (Source: LinkedInTraining)

0..*
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Recognizing 

phishing 

attacks

4. Critical Thinking
4.1 Only give an account password or login information for “verification” on secure parts of legitimate websites

4.2 Even if it seems like the message is from someone you trust, there’s a chance that their account has been compromised

4.3 Always use enhanced privacy settings on social media

4.4 Do not click on suspicious links in DMs, check suspicious URLs using free phishing detection tools

4.5 Never accept LinkedIn connection requests from someone you’re not familiar with

4.6 Be careful about sharing too much personal information on social media

4.7 Unfollow/Block suspicious accounts and delete the message you were sent if reasonably certain it is a phishing

3. Recognising Red Flags
3.1 If someone unknown is offering 

collaboration, it’s likely suspicious

3.2 Attackers use URL shortening services 

like “bit.ly” to shorten and hide phishing links

2. Understand URLs

2.1 Do not click on any attachments or links

2.2 Hover over the attachment to reveal the URL and analyse to determine if malicious

1. Understand Phishing

Phishing source: Direct message
Phishing message anatomy:

a. Who is the message is from? LinkedIn User

b. What is the message content? Collaboration proposal

c. Are there hyperlinks/attachments? Yes
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Phishing 
threat

Phisher
uses

0..* 0..*

exploits

0..* 0..*

Phishing 
event leads to

0..* 0..*

Instagram 
phishing risk

Data loss, identity theft, 

and many other damages

Users tend to be more trusting and less suspicious 
about links within messages on social media. 
User is unaware of how Instagram handles 

Copyright warnings.
User’s fear that their account might be closed

0..*
provokes

Send phishing message pretending to be Instagram, with a 

fake notification of copyright infringement to user, user opens 

message, clicks link and submit sensitive information  

Social Media Phishing Email 

(Source: Hackread)

0..*
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Phishing 
threat

Phisher
uses

0..* 0..*

exploits

0..* 0..*

Phishing 
event leads to

0..* 0..*

Instagram 
phishing risk

Data loss, identity theft, 

and many other damages

Users tend to be more trusting and less suspicious 
about links within messages on social media. 
User is unaware of how Instagram handles 

Copyright warnings.
User’s fear that their account might be closed

0..*
provokes

Send phishing message pretending to be Instagram, with a 

fake notification of copyright infringement to user, user opens 

message, clicks link and submit sensitive information  

Social Media Phishing Email 

(Source: Hackread)

0..*
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Recognizing 

phishing 

attacks

4. Critical Thinking
4.1 Only give an account password or login information for “verification” on secure parts of legitimate websites

4.2 Even if it seems like the message is from someone you trust, there’s a chance that their account has been 

compromised

4.3 Always use enhanced privacy settings on social media

4.4 Do not click on suspicious links in DMs, check suspicious URLs using free phishing detection tools

4.5 Be careful when messaging users that you’re not familiar with, and that you do not follow

4.6 Unfollow/Block suspicious accounts and delete the message you were sent if reasonably certain it is a phishing

3. Recognising Red Flags
3.1 Legitimate copyright claim notifications will be send personally 

by Instagram

3.2 Instagram will always use the name registered to your account 

to address you

3.3 The link provided should match the platform domain i.e 

“instagram.com” not “instagramhelpnotice.com”

2. Understand URLs
2.1 Do not click on any attachments or links

2.2 Hover over the attachment to reveal the URL and analyse to determine if malicious

2.3 Be cautious if the URL path does not match the platform domain

1. Understand Phishing
Phishing source: Direct message

Phishing message anatomy:
a. Who is the message is from? Instagram User

b. What is the message content?  Copyright 

infringement claim

c. Are there hyperlinks/attachments? Yes
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Recognizing 

phishing 

attacks

4. Critical Thinking
4.1 Only give an account password or login information for “verification” on secure parts of legitimate websites

4.2 Even if it seems like the message is from someone you trust, there’s a chance that their account has been 

compromised

4.3 Always use enhanced privacy settings on social media

4.4 Do not click on suspicious links in DMs, check suspicious URLs using free phishing detection tools

4.5 Be careful when messaging users that you’re not familiar with, and that you do not follow

4.6 Unfollow/Block suspicious accounts and delete the message you were sent if reasonably certain it is a phishing

3. Recognising Red Flags
3.1 Legitimate copyright claim notifications will be send 

personally by Instagram

3.2 Instagram will always use the name registered to your 

account to address you

3.3 The link provided should match the platform domain i.e 

“instagram.com” not “instagramhelpnotice.com”

2. Understand URLs
2.1 Do not click on any attachments or links

2.2 Hover over the attachment to reveal the URL and analyse to determine if malicious

2.3 Be cautious if the URL path does not match the platform domain

1. Understand Phishing
Phishing source: Direct message

Phishing message anatomy:

a. Who is the message is from? Instagram User

b. What is the message content?  Copyright 

infringement claim

c. Are there hyperlinks/attachments? Yes
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Recognizing 

phishing 

attacks

3. Recognising Red Flags
3.1 Legitimate copyright claim notifications will be send personally 

by Instagram

3.2 Instagram will always use the name registered to your account 

to address you

3.3 The link provided should match the platform domain i.e 

“instagram.com” not “instagramhelpnotice.com”

1. Understand Phishing
Phishing source: Direct message

Phishing message anatomy:
a. Who is the message is from? Instagram User

b. What is the message content?  Copyright 

infringement claim

c. Are there hyperlinks/attachments? Yes4. Critical Thinking
4.1 Only give an account password or login information for “verification” on secure parts of legitimate websites

4.2 Even if it seems like the message is from someone you trust, there’s a chance that their account has been 

compromised

4.3 Always use enhanced privacy settings on social media

4.4 Do not click on suspicious links in DMs, check suspicious URLs using free phishing detection tools

4.5 Be careful when messaging users that you’re not familiar with, and that you do not follow

4.6 Unfollow/Block suspicious accounts and delete the message you were sent if reasonably certain it is a 

phishing

2. Understand URLs
2.1 Do not click on any attachments or links

2.2 Hover over the attachment to reveal the URL and analyse to determine if malicious

2.3 Be cautious if the URL path does not match the platform domain
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Phisher
uses

0..* 0..*

exploits

0..* 0..*

Phishing 
event leads to

0..* 0..*

Twitter 
phishing risk

Data loss, identity theft, 

and many other damages

Users tend to be more trusting and less suspicious about 
links within messages on social media. 

User is unaware of how twitter handles account verification.
User would like verification status on Twitter

0..*
provokes

Send phishing message pretending to be Twitter with a fake 

notification of verifying user account, user opens message, 

clicks link and submit username and password information

Social Media Phishing Email (Source: Malwarebytes)

0..*

Phishing 
threat

Authorize Twitter For Verified to use

your account?

Username or email

Password

Forgot Password   Sifreni mi unuffun?

twitterverifiy.verifiy.ml

Authorize App Cancel

Twitter Verified
www.Twitter.com

A personal news reader bringing people

Together too talk about the world 

We at Twitter would like to verifiy your

account. Please click this link and follow

the instructions. twitterverifiy.verifiy.ml
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Phisher
uses

0..* 0..*

exploits

0..* 0..*

Phishing 
event leads to

0..* 0..*

Twitter 
phishing risk

Data loss, identity theft, 

and many other damages

Users tend to be more trusting and less suspicious about 
links within messages on social media. 

User is unaware of how twitter handles account verification.
User would like verification status on Twitter

0..*
provokes

Send phishing message pretending to be Twitter with a fake 

notification of verifying user account, user opens message, 

clicks link and submit username and password information

Social Media Phishing Email (Source: Malwarebytes)

0..*

Phishing 
threat
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Recognizing 

phishing 

attacks

4. Critical Thinking
4.1 Only give an account password or login information for “verification” on secure parts of legitimate websites eg “twitter.com

4.2 Even if it seems like the message is from someone you trust, there’s a chance that their account has been compromised

4.3 Always use enhanced privacy settings on social media

4.4 Do not click on suspicious links in DMs, check suspicious URLs using free phishing detection tools

4.5 Be careful when messaging users that you’re not familiar with, and that you do not follow

4.6 Unfollow/Block suspicious accounts and delete the message you were sent if reasonably certain it is a phishing

3. Recognising Red Flags
3.1 Legitimate twitter verification process is handled by 

a request process to Twitter (not the other way around)

3.2 Twitter will always use the name registered to your 

account to address you

3.3 The link provided should match the platform domain 

i.e “twitter.com” not “twitterverifiy.verifiy.ml”

2. Understand URLs

2.1 Do not click on any attachments or links

2.2 Hover over the attachment to reveal the URL and analyse to determine if malicious

2.3 Be cautious if the URL path does not match the platform domain

1. Understand Phishing

Phishing source: Direct message

Phishing message anatomy:
a. Who is the message is from? Twitter User

b. What is the message content? Account 

verification claim

c. Are there hyperlinks/attachments? Yes
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• Phishing case studies

• Risk analysis of highlighted phishing 
attacks and scams

• Recognising these phishing attacks 
to prevent the resulting phishing 
risks



Assignment
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• Discuss 3 phishing attacks, not 
mentioned, that you think are 
prevalent today

• Build a risk analysis for these phishing 
scams highlighting the attack 
methods, vulnerabilities, and phishing 
events that form the phishing risk

• Discuss how you can recognise these 
scams and prevent the resulting 
phishing risks
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Short Videos
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• Phishing email scam anatomy
○ https://youtu.be/3gpOM9c6mmA

• Some phishing attack examples

○ https://youtu.be/lpGfxIAQhSo

○ https://youtu.be/pGEAZdp0MAI

• Recognising and staying safe from phishing

○ https://youtu.be/R12_y2BhKbE



Thank you!
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https://www.facebook.com/eucyberphish
http://cyberphish.eu/


Short Videos
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• Phishing email scam anatomy
○ https://youtu.be/3gpOM9c6mmA

• Some phishing attack examples

○ https://youtu.be/lpGfxIAQhSo

○ https://youtu.be/pGEAZdp0MAI

• Recognising and staying safe from phishing

○ https://youtu.be/R12_y2BhKbE

https://youtu.be/3gpOM9c6mmA
https://youtu.be/lpGfxIAQhSo
https://youtu.be/pGEAZdp0MAI
https://youtu.be/R12_y2BhKbE

